QUICKTRICK PRODUCTS
ALL YOU NEED TO CONTROL THE ROAD

The Leader in Portable Wheel Alignment

CONTROL YOUR OWN PERFORMANCE
CARS, TRUCKS, COMMERCIAL AND 4-WHEELER, ATV, UTV
and more

NEW MODELS

CONTROL YOUR RIDE
Caster, Camber & Toe on the Go!

LET THE RIDE BEGIN

QUICKTRICKALIGNMENT.COM
About Us

Alignment Simple Solutions started as a home hobby with the first QuickTrick being invented for weekend racers. We needed a tool to adjust alignment for each track and all three angles of caster, camber & toe.
As of now, QuickTrick can be found in over 100 Country's, at six authorized distributors and in almost any custom, repair shop and racetrack near you!

Our goal is to provide you with affordable, portable and accurate wheel alignment solutions and accessories. We believe in continuous improvement through understanding the needs of our customers. Innovation, educational development and industry giving, are key to our long term mission. #QuickTrickCares

AWARDS & NOMINATIONS
2012 Governors Excellence Award
2012 Accepted to Accelerator Innovation Depot
2013 Nomination for Alabama Manufacturer of the Year awards
2014 Alabama Launchpad Award
2014 SEMA Global Media Award
2015 Nomination to Mission Main Street Awards
2015 Featured Inc Magazine Marcus Lemonis Interview
2018 Granted Multiple Awards Schedule with US Government and GSA
2018 Awarded EDPA iMerge Outstanding Achievement in Innovative Manufacturing
2018 AutoMechanika Awardee for Most Innovative Product in Tools and Accessories
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Which QuickTrick is right for me?

Slider verses Non Slider

Our goal with every QuickTrick is to provide you with a tool that is high quality, simple to use with cross function capability, no matter what your goals. While all QuickTricks have similar functions, there are some basic differences.

There are two primary differences in each model which have to do with wheel attachment and adjustment.

The 4th Gen, like the Pro Series, has drilled holes for each wheel size with a slot in the bottom of each vertical to provide additional adjustments. This system is less costly to machine so has a lower price than the 4th Gen Slider & Xtreme. The 4th Gen is ideal for the DIYer, or anyone interested in checking their own alignments without the need to switch wheel sizes continuously.

The 4th Gen Slider, allows for a quick and easy adjustment from one wheel size to the next while on the move at the track or in a professional environment where multiple wheel and tire sizes are the norm. Due to the necessity of speed in this environment, the 4th Gen Sliders also come with a digital gauge for each frame for fast readings and adjustment.

The Xtreme has adjustable toe bars and slider. The Xtreme is designed for lowered vehicles, stance visuals and track cars with little to no clearance between the ground and undercarriage. All Xtreme's come with a gauge for each frame.

For specialty vehicles, fleet & off road, see page 6
QuickTrick 4th Gen Series

New lighter weight stays on wheel/rim easier
New Fixed Gauge attachment for easier caster, camber, toe adjustments while on the wheel

4th Gen Systems Components:

QuickTrick Case
Dual side set up frame for Caster, Camber & Toe - Aluminum
Digital Gauge
** New Affixed Digital gauge Brackets on each frame
Two Tape Measures
6 Attachment Pins w/Red protector caps
Allen Wrench
Instructions
Comes in:
13-18" Wheels
17-22" Wheels

4th Gen Systems Slider Components:

QuickTrick Case
Dual side set up frame for Caster, Camber & Toe - Aluminum
2-Digital Gauges
New Affixed Digital gauge Brackets on each frame
Two Tape Measures
6 Attachment Pins w/Red protector caps
Allen Wrench
Instructions
Comes in:
13-18" Wheels
15-20" Wheels
17-22" Wheels
QuickTrick Xtreme

How low can you go!!!

This model is designed for almost any situation as well as low profile tires and various stanced vehicles. ***50 Series and under only

Xtreme Components:

QuickTrick Case
Dual side set up frame for Caster, Camber & Toe - Aluminum
2-Digital Gauges
**New Affixed Digital gauge Brackets on each frame
Two Tape Measures
6 Attachment Pins w/Red protector caps
Allen Wrench
Instructions
Comes in:
13-18" Wheels
17-22" Wheels
QuickTrick Fleet, RV & Off Road

QuickTrick Fleet (Bus/Truck)

This system is used by Military, MTA, RV & Semi Shops & more.

QuickTrick P/N 90080 Fleet Components:
• Dual side set up frame for Caster, Camber & Toe
  FRAME 16 - 24” WHEELS UP TO 44” TIRES
• One Digital Gauge
• Two Tape Measures
• 8 Attachment Pins w/Red protector caps
• 8 Attachment Magnets (Perfect for Steel Wheels)
• Allen Wrench
• Instructions
• Full Warranty

Designed for vehicles with extended hubs

QuickTrick Off Road, Jeep & More

QuickTrick P/N 90073 Components:
• Dual side set up frame for Caster, Camber & Toe
  FRAME 15 - 21.5” WHEELS UP TO 38” TIRES
• One Digital Gauge
• Two Tape Measures
• 8 Attachment Pins w/Red protector caps
• Allen Wrench
QuickTrick Carrying Case
• Instructions
• Full Warranty
QuickTrick UTV/ATV/CanAm & Accessories

This one has long been awaited and needs no introduction. QuickTrick's ATV/UTV/Quad set up is perfect to save your tires after weekend rough riding.

Due to the variety of adjustments and vehicles; This kit is a BUILD YOUR OWN

ATV/UTV Components:

- Dual set up frames **Choose Your Size Tire and Wheel
- Two Tape Measures
- Attachment Pins w/Caps for inner bead
- Allen Wrench
- Instructions
- Warranty

Optional Extras

QuickTrick Digital Gauge
QuickTrick case

Available Sizes:
- 8-12" Wheels
- 13-16" Wheels
- Up to 30" Tires
- Up to 38" Tires
QuickTrick Accessories

QuickTrick Turnplates
Drive on turnplates perfect for any hard surface
Set of 2 included with:
Magnetic Degree Decals for easy placement
Instructions
Warranty

QuickTrick Steering Wheel Holder
To make measurement more accurate.
• By pressing the locking switch you can adjust the height
• Simple tool for aligning a vehicle, it has a loaded spring
to fit a wide variety of cars, trucks etc.

Comes with everything seen and instructions
OLD SCHOOL METHOD
NEW TECHNOLOGY
When Close Enough is not Good Enough

QuickTrick tools are designed to improve performance, lengthen tire life through early and fast diagnosis of wheel alignment issues. Full money back guarantee and lifetime warranty on craftsmanship.

Get Social with QuickTrick

QuickTrick can be found at these authorized dealers

MAC TOOLS SUMMIT RACING EQUIPMENT

Proud Sponsors of

Lucky Dog Racing League

We believe in Giving

#QUICKTRICKGIVES

Follow Us